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When I first met Scott Minnich in the
mid-1990s, when I was still a graduate
student, he told he something I have
never forgotten:

“Paul, none of this intelligent design
debate should be all that controversial.
The reality, whether anyone is
conscious of it or not, is this:
most molecular biologists are de
facto design theorists already.”

And, he added, they have been doing
that for a very long time indeed.



But how could that be possible
– even as a de facto practice –

when design was widely seen as
intrinsically unscientific,

employing a cause (i.e., a
transcendent mind) understood to

be unobservable in principle?

In this talk, I explain what Scott meant,
and why it matters, using

an idea called “design triangulation.”





We won’t be talking about guys or their ideas.
At all.

If you want to know why, read the episode
about the quarreling dwarves, in Chapter 13

of The Last Battle, by C.S. Lewis.



And that’s pretty much
all you are going to hear
about evolution in this

presentation.

There’s a bit more (for
explanatory purposes only)

in the big pdf coming next week.



I.
Why won’t the sliding door of

my Honda Odyssey open?
The basic logic of

functional triangulation



Let’s start with my 2003 Honda Odyssey.

Automatic sliding door – very
useful for a distracted father driving
his daughters to a varsity badminton

tournament downstate.

Paul Nelson here

Gas cap
(fuel fill door)



BUT WHY? (here’s a clue)



Why do I need to make sure, Honda Corporation?

automatic sliding door fuel fill door

Because two macroscopic objects with mass (like doors) cannot
occupy the same location in space at the same time.

And if you’re stupid enough to try (Paul), we’ve designed the car to deal with that.



Honda engineers: hey, some
drivers are clueless. They’ll need

help so they won’t jam the
driver’s side sliding door.

Driver’s left-side
sliding door

control button

Left-side
sliding door

Wait a minute, is the fuel door open?

auto
lock!

Now suppose you are Paul’s younger brother
Peter Nelson MD – who is a situationally aware and

clued-in person, not a badly distracted philosopher of science.

During the design (“foresight”)
stage of Odyssey development:



Peter, who is not an Odyssey owner, and has no experience
with this vehicle, studies the minivan doors (sliding and fuel) while

waiting for me in the driveway. He says to himself – hmm:
Honda must have a foolsafe mechanism to prevent door jamming.

Peter triangulates to an unobserved, but necessary, 
function of the system, as follows.



If the fuel door is open,
the sliding door would jam.

Therefore, the global design
of the Odyssey must include
a locking mechanism to stop

the sliding door from jamming.

Functional triangulation (everyday version):

A B

C

The sliding door moves to
left rear, over the fuel door.

While not strictly speaking
an existence proof, this
inference confers a very
high probability that such
a mechanism operates.



1. We know A. 2. We know B.

3. Therefore, something like C
is probably the case.

Triangulation as a metaphor for scientific 
inquiry:

A B

C



Functional triangulation

A B

Complex 
systems and 
their features as
black boxes

C We infer a part, system,
or functional relation
that must exist – even if
not yet observed.

Now we have warrant
to go looking for C.

This is a research-
motivating heuristic.



II.
Functional triangulation

in biology



Let’s try a thought experiment.

A B

Organisms and 
their features as
black boxes

C We infer a part, system,
or functional relation
that must exist – even if
not yet observed.

Now we have warrant
to go looking for C.

This is a research-
motivating heuristic.



Consider a pair of biologically related facts:

1.  Copper is a poison.

(illustration credit Mikael Häggström, Wikicommons)

2. Copper is absolutely required by
aerobically respiring organisms (like you),
as an essential co-factor in several
enzymes.



Curtis  Neveu/ C31004, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/

Cytochrome c oxidase



Trust the logic: triangulate.

(A) Free copper
is highly toxic

to cells.

(B) Copper is
absolutely required

by aerobic organisms. 

What MUST
exist in
aerobically
respiring
organisms?

C A cellular system that
binds, transports, and
releases Cu where the

metal is needed.



“But wait a second, Paul…how can you be 
certain the copper-binding system is really 

there in the cell?”

magic
Don’t worry: it’s there.



Organisms make use of mechanisms for
their very viability; whether we see the 

mechanisms or not, they exist.

magic
Call this the no magic principle.



“Copper is absolutely required for aerobic life,
and yet, paradoxically, is highly toxic.

… This apparent contradiction has been
rationalized by assuming that Cu,
like other redox-active metals, is

sequestered in nonactive forms as it
is transported through cellular compartments.”

Valentine and Gralla, Science 278 (1997):817.

This “existence proof” for a Cu binding
& transport system was acknowledged long
before the system was actually observed:



“However, the agents of such
trafficking and the mechanisms

of delivery of Cu to its final
destinations have, until recently,

remained largely unknown.”
Valentine and Gralla, Science 278 (1997):817.

This “existence proof” for a Cu binding
& transport system was acknowledged long
before the system was actually observed:



Valentine and Gralla, Science 278 (1997):817.



R.A. Pufahl et al., “Metal
Ion Chaperone Function

of the Soluble Cu(I)
Receptor Atx1,” Science

278 (1997):853-856



This works. The big pdf has more examples,
from the history of biology and today.

A B

Organisms 
and their 
features as
black boxes

C We infer a part, system,
or functional relation
that must exist – even if
not yet observed.

But ask yourself why it works.
What must we presuppose to get
any such triangulation started?



The next example
is the most telling – and

also carries the answer to
the question “Why does

functional triangulation work
in biology...and why should

we call it design triangulation?”



III.
The luckiest guess in

the history of science – ever.



What I’m going to
describe next wasn’t a guess

at all, of course.

It was a rational inference,
using functional triangulation.



Lysine

Threonine

Tryptophan

Valine

Serine

Phenylalanine

Tyrosine

Isoleucine

It’s 1955. What do biologists know?

This molecule, DNA, carries
genetic information to

specify protein sequences.

And proteins are
built of amino acids.

But what is
mediating

information
transfer
between

these two
very 

different
chemistries?



(photo credit: Special Collections, Oregon State University)

Antagonist in the
story, who is brutally
honest about himself.

Protagonist (and one
of Paul’s scientific

heroes) in this episode.



(Crick’s original manuscript is available for downloading as a pdf here:
https://profiles.nlm.nih.gov/spotlight/sc/catalog/nlm:nlmuid-101584582X73-doc)



Lysine

Threonine

Tryptophan

Valine

Serine

Phenylalanine

Tyrosine

Isoleucine

How can genetic information
pass with fidelity between

these very different 
chemistries?



“Now what I find profoundly
disturbing is that I cannot conceive
of any structure (for either nucleic
acid) acting as a direct template
for amino acids, or at least as a
specific template....I don’t think
anybody looking at DNA or RNA
would think of them as templates
for amino acids.”

Crick (1955) grasps the difficulty:



“Where are the knobly hydrophobic
surfaces to distinguish valine from
leucine and isoleucine?  Where are
the charged groups, in specific
positions, to go with the acidic and
basic amino acids?...What the DNA
structure does show (and probably
RNA will do the same) is a specific
pattern of hydrogen bonds, and
very little else.”

Crick (1955) grasps the difficulty:



Functional triangulation, however, underwrites inferences
to unobserved entities which must exist:

When one discovers a complex
system performing specialized

functions, assume that a
rational logic, and well-matched
parts, are enabling the functions.

No magic. Look for the mechanism: it’s there.



C

Crick triangulates from the cell’s information-transfer 
requirements to its unobserved, but functionally necessary, parts:

(A) DNA carries information,
but is chemically non-specific
(”hydrogen bonds, little else”)

(B) Yet amino acids have specific
geometries, which require a
system to recognize them. 

Some mediating or
“adaptor” molecules
must enable informa-
tion to transfer from
DNA to amino acids.

Okay, now we 
can go looking for 
the system. Here 
are some of the 
features it will 
need to specify 
each of 20 amino 
acids in protein 
assembly...



“...each amino acid would combine
chemically, at a special enzyme, with a 
small molecule which, having a specific

hydrogen-bonding surface, would combine
specifically with the nucleic acid template....

In its simplest form there would be 
20 different kinds of adaptor molecule....”

Crick boldly triangulates:



“...one for each amino acid, and 20
different enzymes to join the amino acid
to their adaptors.  Sydney Brenner, with

whom I have discussed this idea,
calls this ‘the adaptor hypothesis’

since each amino acid is fitted with an
adaptor to go on to the template.”

Crick boldly triangulates:



Lysine

Threonine

Tryptophan

Valine

Serine

Phenylalanine

Tyrosine

Isoleucine

“adaptor”

binds to
nucleic acid

binds to a specific
amino acid

works with a
special dedicated
enzyme (protein)

And, by the way – we need
20 of these molecules, with 20
specially dedicated proteins,
one for each amino acid.



“The usual argument presented against
this latter scheme is that no such

small molecules have been found, 
but this objection cannot stand.”

Crick: there is no evidence yet, but some
such mediating molecules must exist.

The inference from systems-level
functional necessity is very strong.



What came to be known as transfer RNA – Crick’s “adaptor” – was discovered 3 years after
Crick’s 1955 prediction of its existence. When characterized, it possessed the features Crick

said the molecule would need (e.g., a hydrogen-bonding surface [the anticodon]).

anticodon

CCA stem (the
amino acid

attachment site)



Crick also predicted 20 dedicated enzymes, to attach specific
amino acids to their ”adaptors” – again, without having any direct

evidence that such enzymes existed: aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases.

Docked structure of E. coli MetRS–tRNAfMet complex along with Met-AMP. 
(figure from Rajendren et al. 2018, 402)



Now – on to the brutally honest antagonist of the story.



IV.
Why functional triangulation is

really design triangulation:
the causal primacy of the organism



In his 2002 autobiography, Watson
describes the period in the mid-1950s,
when he, Crick, and others in the “RNA
Tie Club” were working out the
functional implications of DNA for
biological information transfer.

The pre-eminent puzzle was the
nature of the genetic code. 

But the code needed “hardware” –
namely, molecular actors (whether
proteins or nucleic acids or both) to
carry out the role of actually
transferring information from DNA
to amino acids in protein assembly. 



As a founding member of the RNA
Tie Club, and one of Crick’s closest

collaborators, Watson was a
recipient of this unpublished manuscript.

But Watson didn’t buy the
adaptor hypothesis. Why not?



Watson (2002, 139) explains why he
didn’t like the adaptor hypothesis:

“I did not like the idea at all...
More to the point, the adaptor

mechanism seemed to me
too complicated to have ever
evolved at the origin of life.”

Watson’s biological intuition was bound
to an implicit time axis.



time

Within the naturalistic picture of life,
complex biological systems cannot arise all at once.

Organisms are fundamentally historical entities,
and “history is just one damn thing after another.”

The same is true, of course, for any naturalistic
theory of abiogenesis (origin of life).

Biological complexity can only accrete over time.

...no cells..................the parts of cells.....................cells...



But transfer RNA, or something very much like it,
had to be there – once the facts about DNA, amino acids,

and protein assembly were in place.

anticodon

CCA stem (the
amino acid

attachment site)



But the time axis, and the complexity-can-only-accrete 
assumption, aren’t there in the biology itself.

A B

Organisms 
and their 
features as
black boxes

C We infer a part, system,
or functional relation
that must exist – even if
not yet observed.

“Simplest at the start and only then more complicated,”
and “one must begin with the parts,” flow from a

naturalistic metaphysics of explanation. From philosophy.
Not from organisms themselves. Not from the evidence.



But the time axis, and the complexity-can-only-accrete 
assumption, aren’t there in the biology itself.

A B

Organisms 
and their 
features as
black boxes

C We infer a part, system,
or functional relation
that must exist – even if
not yet observed.

For biological inquiry – for actually finding
things out – triangulation is demonstrably

successful. However, the method
does make a demand on the investigator.



But the time axis, and the complexity-can-only-accrete 
assumption, aren’t there in the biology itself.

A B

Organisms 
and their 
features as
black boxes

C We infer a part, system,
or functional relation
that must exist – even if
not yet observed.

One must presuppose the prior existence
of the system as a whole, to obtain the

functional necessity relations that warrant
any triangulation to its unobserved parts.



One last thought experiment
will help to illuminate

this point.



Here is a black box that a friend gave you.



Even-numbered days Odd-numbered days
8:00 AM

Suppose you observe the following...

On even-numbered days, at 8:00 AM, the black box plays the music of J. S. Bach.
On odd-numbered days, the same box plays Beatles music. The box
infallibly keeps track of even versus odd (according to the calendar),

and always plays Bach, or the Beatles, depending on the value of the date.



Even-numbered days Odd-numbered days
What can we then
infer must exist?

1.  An accurate clock and perpetual calendar.

2.  Something storing the music of J.S. Bach and the Beatles.

3.  Something scheduling the “right” music per the day & time.

4.  A power supply, amplifier, speaker, et cetera.



But pay close attention to
the logical structure of the

causal inference here.

What is inferentially basic?

Hint: it is not the parts
of the black box.



If we do not know the target state
and its functions already, we cannot

select – from the universe of all
possible parts – the correct set.

This logical asymmetry decisively favors
the higher level in any functional or causal analysis.

Multiple realizability and many-to-one
relations render it intractable to start at

the lower level and infer the functions of the
whole. The space of possibilities is too large.



What higher-level system, with its
unique functions, is entailed

by these parts?

How would you know? The parts represented here (a
set already drawn for the sake of illustration

from the infinitude of possible entities)
are consistent with an indefinitely large

number of different higher-level systems.



1.  An accurate clock and perpetual calendar.

2.  Something storing the music of J.S. Bach and the Beatles.

3.  Something playing the “right” music per the day & time.

4.  A power supply, amplifier, speaker, et cetera.

The whole – i.e.,
the highest-level

system – underwrites
causal inferences
to the existence
and functions of

its parts.

But we cannot go
in the other direction:
without the functional
whole to guide us, we

cannot pick out (from all
possibilities) the right

parts or relations.



The whole – i.e., the highest-level system – enables 
or underwrites causal inferences to the existence

and functions of its parts.

But we cannot go in the other direction: the parts 
must be selected from the universe of all possibilities 

– which cannot be accomplished without the prior
existence of the functional whole as the target state.

Here’s that key point again:

Since we are talking about organisms, and not strange boxes
which play Bach and the Beatles, let’s call this thesis

the causal primacy of the organism.



metabolism

transport

information
storage

reproduction

structure

homeostasis

information
transfer

behavior

ecosystem
membership

signaling

The Causal Primacy of 
the Organism



Multiple lines of evidence,
accumulated over the past 40 years,

point strongly to the causal
irreducibility of the cell,

and thus its analytical primacy.

(For details, see the big pdf next week.)



Peter Tompa
VIB, Belgium

George Rose
Johns Hopkins

PROTEIN SCIENCE 2011 VOL 20:2074—2079 

This paper represents the shadow of a science yet to be born.



The minimal gene complement (“parts list”)
of Mycoplasma genitalium (Fraser et al., 1995)







19" 462,963,369"
20" 654,729,075"
21" 9,722,230,744"
22" 13,749,310,575"
23" 223,611,307,117"
24" 316,234,143,225"
25" 5,590,282,677,928"
26" 7,905,853,580,625"
27" 150,937,632,304,053"
28" 213,458,046,676,875"
29" 4,377,191,336,817,530"
30" 6,190,283,353,629,380"
31" 135,692,931,441,344,000"
32" 191,898,783,962,511,000"
33" 4,477,866,737,564,340,000"
34" 6,332,659,870,762,850,000"
35" 156,725,335,814,752,000,000"
36" 221,643,095,476,700,000,000"
37" 5,798,837,425,145,820,000,000"
38" 8,200,794,532,637,890,000,000"
39" 226,154,659,580,687,000,000,000"
40" 319,830,986,772,878,000,000,000"
41" 9,272,341,042,808,170,000,000,000"
42" 13,113,070,457,688,000,000,000,000"
43" 398,710,664,840,751,000,000,000,000"
44" 563,862,029,680,584,000,000,000,000"
45" 17,941,979,917,833,800,000,000,000,000"
46" 25,373,791,335,626,300,000,000,000,000"
47" 843,273,056,138,187,000,000,000,000,000"
48" 1,192,568,192,774,430,000,000,000,000,000"
49" 41,320,379,750,771,300,000,000,000,000,000"





Bill Dembski stopped his calculations here,
at 100 proteins, even though real cells have at least

300 proteins. There was no point in going any further.



What metaphysics of explanation
enables one to start with the whole organism?

A B

Organisms 
and their 
features as
“black boxes”

C We infer a part, system,
or functional relation
that must exist – even if
not yet observed.

Now we have warrant
to go looking for C.

This is a research-
motivating heuristic.



Design.


